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INTRODUCTION 

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! rage! blow! 
You cataracts and hurricanoes, spout 
Till you have drench'd our steeples . . . 
You sulphurous and thought-executing fires, 
Vaunt-couriers to oak-cleaving thunderbolts, 
Singe my white head! And thou, all-shaking thunder, 
Smite flat the thick rotundity o' the world! 
(King Lear, Act III, Scene II) 

That’s King Lear out on the “blasted heath” after he has been driven insane by the 
results of his selfish and foolish actions. As he says a bit later, “I have a’an too little care 
of this.”  

Typhoons, hurricanes, wildfires, “one hundred year floods” occurring every few years, 
“the hottest ever,” “the biggest ever,” and on. We live in a time of climate superlatives. 
And all indications are that it’s only going to get worse. The weather has taken to 
smiting the“flat the thick rotundity o’ the world.”  

This is Shakespeare’s maddest (in the British sense of the word) scene, from a 
playwright who enjoyed portraying insane characters. The great British Shakespearian 
actor Laurence Olivier stared in King Lear not long before his death and required that 



there be a live rabbit on stage during this scene that he would grab and eat alive. (No, 
animals rights folks didn’t like that scene, and it was soon changed.) 

The emotion behind this maddest of Shakespeare’s scenes is a rage at utter 
powerlessness after realizing too late that we have really, really screwed up.  

I have to wonder how many people have felt that recently in Puerto Rico, the 
Philippines, and North Carolina.  

Fact is, we human beings have really screwed up. The only question is whether or not 
we human beings, like King Lear, have only now the possibility of raging at the storms. 
Or if we can still save ourselves.  

This is a good question to ask as we celebrate the Autumnal Equinox, a time of 
balance between light and darkness. Today I will consider two aspects of the human 
spiritual impulse: transcendence and vision.  

ONE 

Meaning. Purpose. Wonder. Joy. Awe. The transcendent. These are the goals that 
religions strive toward. One way religions start down the road to these overwhelming 
emotions is by cosmologies and creation myths that tell us where we are; why we are; 
what the gods are like; and what we must do. They center us in the cosmos with 
narratives. Stories. 

We need to look at cosmologies and creation myths for what they are. They are 
attempts at walls and limitations around a boundless reality. A boundless reality that 
has from time immemorial eluded humanity. (And I daresay always will.) By creating 
walls we create “fields” of knowledge — divided bits that can be cultivated and 
comprehended. 

We must remember, however, that meaning, purpose, wonder, joy, and awe do not 
occur within understandable categories. The transcendent does not come within 



fields of study and walls — including a sanctuary’s walls — but in a world without limits. A 
world without inhibition or taboo. A place where the human being suddenly and 
paradoxically feels small yet boundless. That’s the mystical experience.  

Traditions build temples and mosques and churches. These are monuments to the 
mystical experiences of others, as Ralph Waldo Emerson and the nineteenth century 
Transcendentalists proved so well. Traditions mark off the limits of the holy. But the 
human mind yearns to push further — to personally feel one of the sources listed by 
Unitarian Universalists: 

Direct experience of that transcending mystery and wonder, affirmed in all 
cultures, which moves us to a renewal of the spirit and an openness to the 
forces which create and uphold life . . . 

This experience is ineffable. Sometimes even unspeakable. It is life changing. It is a 
mystery that will most likely remain mystery. But here’s the thing: if the mysterious 
disappeared tomorrow, so would meaningful human striving. 

But don’t religions have a monopoly on what’s called transcendence?  

Emerson and his pals proved otherwise. And a new book by Michael Pollan titled How 
to Change Your Mind: What the New Science of Psychedelics Teaches Us about 
Consciousness, Dying, Addiction, Depression and Transcendence makes a firm case 
for “no” as an answer to that question. 

The English word transcendence derives from Latin — trans meaning “across” or 
“beyond” and the verb scandare, “to climb.” Escalar in contemporary Spanish.  

To climb beyond. 

How to climb out of the fields and walls we create; out of our busy, stressful lives. How 
to clarify our connection to the bigger — no, “the biggest” — picture. Beyond the 
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horizon. The timeless. Into the heart of our deepest values. How to take responsibility 
in the cosmos.  

We climb beyond in relationships. In nature. In the stories that humanity tells. By 
looking to the cosmos. And, yes, as Michal Pollan’s new book contends, though the 
use of entheogens, what we used to call “psychedelics.”  

It often comes as a surprise to traditionalists that those of us who are “nonbelievers” 
take religious freedom to the next level — many of us by having no “religion” at all. But 
that doesn’t mean we don’t have the same emotional range as everyone else on the 
planet. We strive to be compassionate, peaceful, open. We strive to “contain 
multitudes,” as Walt Whitman phrased it. We climb until there is no “other,” only “us.” 
We climb until there is no “there,” only “here.” That is an aspiration. 

Nonbelievers are here, now, striving to serve those who have gone before, those 
living today, and those yet to come — all living things and the planet itself. 

We climb, opposing such things as aggressive nationalism, authoritarianism, 
ignorance, and xenophobia. We climb toward a cosmopolitan, global, vision of 
compassion, democracy, and equality. 

Rather than bowing within the walls of tradition, we climb, stepping up to the 
challenge of this life, this world. 

This is our transcendence. As it says in the Daodejing: 

Forget knowledge; 
stop being an expert; 
then everybody  
is better off. 

When we stop  
talking about justice,  



we will find 
honest compassion. 

When we drop rhetoric 
and forget scheming, 
there will be  
no more theft.  

Three things lead  
toward understanding  
the way of the universe: 

Seeing simply;  
acting in accord with nature; 
forgetting selfishness.   

Then, expectations  

disappear.  (19) 

The Stoic philosopher Epictetus put it this way: 

The essence of a proper relationship with nature is to see that nature does 
what nature does very well.  

Obey nature. Yield to nature. Nature is wise. Yield and you will not fault nature. 
You won’t think nature is punishing you.  

All you need remember is what is within your power. Good and evil? 
Remember what is within your power. You want to assign blame? Why?  



Assign evil to something and what do you do? Blame those who do it? What’s 
the point?  

Think about this: every creature is inclined toward avoiding what it hates and 
pursuing what it loves. 

Think about this: there is no way you will rejoice in the success of those  
you think hurt you. Where our interests are, that is where our piety goes.  

Isn’t this the way with the sailor and the weather; or the merchant and the 
deal? And when we lose loved ones? 

Learn nature. Then start noticing where your desires and aversions go. 

Wise words from two thousand years ago.  

In her poem number 668  Emily Dickinson writes,  

"Nature" is what we see— 
The Hill—the Afternoon— 
Squirrel—Eclipse— the Bumble bee— 

Nay—Nature is Heaven— 
Nature is what we hear— 
The Bobolink—the Sea— 
Thunder—the Cricket— 

Nay—Nature is Harmony— 
Nature is what we know— 
Yet have no art to say— 

So impotent . . . Our Wisdom is 
To Her Simplicity. 



Sure, 2600 years ago, when the Dadejing was written down and 2000 years ago, 
when Epictetus was alive, even a hundred and fifty years ago when Dickinson wrote, 
human beings had very little ability to alter the course of nature.  

It wasn’t until we began extracting massive quantities of fossil fuels and burning them 
on an industrial scale that we really began affecting nature itself. And now, our 
industries, our transportation systems, our homes, and our game systems all depend 
upon power.  

We as a species couldn’t go back to hunting and gathering, even if we wanted to.  

TWO 

But we human beings do have this interesting thing that we call vision. We can 
imagine things that are not and never have been the case. Then we can make those 
visions real. Or at least act on those visions as if they were real, which is often about 
the same thing.   

When the creators of how we live now—the people gathering into agricultural 
communities in Egypt, Palestine, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq—when they began to theorize 
about how the earth came to be and how human beings came to be and why the 
seasons changed, they saw the sky and the earth and the night and the day and the 
fresh water and the salt water and they theorized about how those ever got 
separated. Wouldn’t they have been all in a jumble at one time?  

What did that? And the peoples in the Fertile Crescent began calling the primordial 
waters “Tiamat.” A primordial god. The term began “Tehom” in ancient Hebrew is a 
derivative of the word “Tiamat” and was translated into English as “the deep,” as in 
Genesis:  

And the earth was without form, and void: and darkest was upon the face of 
the deep. And the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. 



  
The word translated as “God” in that passage is “Elohim,” which in Hebrew is the word 
for “deities” or “gods.” In this passage it means “the children of El.” A term that later 
also became “Allah.” 

The children of El look down upon Tiamat.  

It appears that when these stories were first told, the terms for gods merely described 
the elements. (We don’t know for certain how the people of the time really thought 
about this.) Only later did the gods begin to be anthropomorphized and took on 
human characteristics and human actions. Human emotions.  

Soon, the Babylonians told of their half-man, half-god Marduk who slew the 
primordial mother Tiamat. And therefore, we must worship Marduk, who keeps the 
chaos and darkness at bay. And we must obey Marduk’s representative on earth, the 
king.  

Then some people began to worship Elohim, who separated the light from the 
darkness.  

First the gods were the elements of nature.  
Then they were like people.  
Then they became invisible.  
Then they became totally divorced from the earth itself.  
And those are very dangerous gods to have. Because they allow us to exploit and 
destroy the earth in the assumption that those gods above and beyond will come 
back some day soon and take us all out of this mess we’ve created.  

Allow me to prophesy that that’s NOT going to happen. 

But the ancient Sumerians or the ancient Egyptians could tell us: No, that’s not going 
to happen.  



Tiamat, the primordial mother of the salt seas is still out there; and her lover, Abzu, the 
fresh waters, is taking care of us. But those two lovers have a very . . . stormy 
relationship . . . and one of their lovers’ spats recently hit North Carolina.  

In our air-conditioned dreams, we forgot to “act in accord with nature.” Ancient 
peoples had no choice. We do. Up to a point.  

In this time when light and darkness are balanced, we do well to remember some 
very old but very basic wisdom.  

CONCLUSION 

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! rage! blow! 
You cataracts and hurricanoes, spout 
Till you have drench'd our steeples . . . 

But perhaps, unlike King Lear, we still have a chance . . . if we get to work.  
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